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ABSTRACT
Product-path-analysis is an empirical method used to find out whether projects
contribute to the satisfaction ofbasic human needs. For this purpose the material outputs,
like irrigation, fertilizer, alloy steel or a hospital, are traced through their intermediate
uses down to the patterns of human consumption. After identifying the demands of target
groups for the project' sfinal outputs, an examination is wade as to whether such demands
correspond to basic needs. An analogous path links employment, income, expenditures,
consumption and basic needs. Product- and employment-path-analyses constitutefeasible
lOolsofproject appraisal and a reasonable approach to the question: Who henefitsfrom
production and employment?
RESUME
L' analyse du cheminement de produit evalue de maniere empirique si des projets
eontribuent ci la satisfaction des besoins humains i!ementaires. Pour eette raison, on
retrace le eheminement ci partir des produits materieIs du projet - par exemple
l' irrigation, l' engrais, l' acier d' alliage, un hopital - en passant par leurs usages
intermediaires, jusqu' ci la consommation finale par l'homme. Ceci permet d' identifier la
demande d' un groupe cible po ur le produit final du projet. Puis, on verifie si eette
demande eorrespond ci un besoin de base. Un eheminement analogue enehafne l'emploi,
le revenu, les depenses, la eonsommation et les besoinsfondamentaux. De teIles analyses
du eheminement produit et emploi sont des outils faisables d' evaluation de projet et une
disposition raisonnable pour Y/?pondreci la question : Qui beneficie de la production et de
l'emploi?
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INTRODUCTION
Project appraisal methods were originally intended to assess the engineering
feasibility and the financial viability of a (public) investment such as a large dam or a
highway or a hospital. However, since "methods of financial appraisal fail to capture the
full impact of a project," I social cost-benefit analysis was introduced to go beyond an
assessment of the mere efficiency of resource allocation as indicated by the rate of return
to capital; it included a set of govemment objectives but, as a rule, did not exceed some
monetary indicators of employment, distribution and consumption. ' This macro- or socioeconomic expansion in project appraisal methodology led to quite sophisticated sets of
approaches which nevertheless were bound to fail to capture the full impact of a project,
since a unified criterion of evaluation is inevitably in conflict with the large multiplicity of
aims, goals and objectives characteristic of any major project as weil as with assumptions
on extemal (dis)economies that are needed to understand that project. 80th these elements
demand an evaluation approach which respects multiple objectives and tries to "measure"
essential objectives or impacts sometimes hard to operationalize. 3 Such an empirically
exploratory evaluation strategy that is oriented towards essential goals andJor impacts in
a systematic manner and is based on face-validity with respect to the social relevance of
a project seems entirely reasonable and feasible, as will be shown in the following.
Since one important objective of social economics is to improve the living
conditions of all and each, a crucial point of project appraisal is: What is produced and/or
made available, and whose demand or need is satisfied by the physical output of an
investment project: that of the majority or of a minority of the population? Irrigation
projects are not carried out primarily to create employment but to supply water for
agricultural production and for the nutrition of human beings. Health projects are not
welfare institutions for health personnel. They aim to serve populations in need. The same
holds tme for agricultural, industrial and other projects. Therefore, the socio-economic
significance of the products, not only the social implications of employment and the
project's location, are to be studied. The benefit or the value-in-use of goods and services
has to be identified and measured.
Seen from this angle, it is important to know what the end-use of manufactured
products or of services is, which section of the population they benefit and to what degree
that corresponds with the basic needs of the population. The problem can thus be
analytically subdivided into the following four components:
1.
2.

End use: What is the human end use of the product or service produced or
rendered by the project?
Demand: Which section of the population is the end user of the goods or
services?
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Need: To what extent does this end use correspond to a basic need?
Priority: How does the importance of the need for one product ar service
compare with the need far another?

An operationalized and quantified answer to these four questions can be obtained by
applying the so-called product-path-analysis (PPA). 4
I.

SIMPLIFIED EXAMPLES OF THE PRODUCT-PATH-ANALYSIS

A few hypothetical and simplified examples may illustrate the statement of the
problem and the validity of the answers obtained through the product-path-analysis.
1. Let us assume that the investment project produces water, that only drinking
water is produced and that this is consumed only by members of low-income groups
whose basic need is thus met. Let us finally assume that a macro- or sector- ar needsanalysis has established a priority far water supply. In this example of a consumption
good, the answers to the four pattern components mentioned above are:
a)
b)
c)
d)

The
The
End
The

end use is drinking water;
end user is low-income groups;
use meets a basic need which was not satisfied befare;
need for drinking water has priority over other needs.

In terms of socio-economic evaluation, this project should certainly be given preference
over a project in which the end user is high-income groups whose basic needs have already
been fulfilled.
2. Let us assume that the investment project generates transport capacity. This
capacity, in turn, is used for the movement of durable consumer goods which are
consumed by high-income groups alone. The socio-economic identification of the end use
and of the end user-here
high-income groups-may
suffice for a provisional socioeconomic assessment of the project; in this context it makes little sense to study the basic
needs of the latter or the priority of their needs. This assessment is provisional because it
could additionally be analyzed whether their consumption has a positive significance for
the improvement of the living conditions of lower-income groups. It would not be too
difficult to falsify this hypothesis. In this example we are not dealing with a consumptionoriented project output which is dose to end use, for transport capacity can have a multipurpose function. So, the product-path-analysis must trace the path of the product or
service from the project output through intermediate use right up to socio- economically
dassified end use.
3. Let us assume that the investment project produces fertilizer and that 50% of
the fertilizer is used to meet domestic demand and 50% goes for export. The results of a
macro-performance analysis give no reason to expect that the foreign exchange earnings
from export will be used for the benefit of low-income groups. Domestic rice and cereal
production require 50% of the product in equal proportions. The middle- and upper4.
DETLEF SCHWEFEL, Who Benefitsfrom Production and Employmem? Six Criteria to Measure the
Impact of Development Projects on Poverty and Need Sarisfaction, Berlin, German Development Institute. 1975:
and Basic Needs. Planning and Evaluation, Berlin, Gem1an Development
Institute, 1978.
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income groups consume 75% of the cereal production and 25% of the rice production. A
needs analysis has shown that additional rice production is no longer abasie need
commodity. It follows that, although low-income groups' end use or demand makes up
25% of the project output, only 6.25% is used to meet basic needs of this population
group. The difference between demand and need could be illustrated even more clearly if
the products in question were wheat on the one hand and green soda pop on the other. By
"rational" socio-economic norms this project would not be optimal. However, if one was
to apply a relative yard-stick which takes the average social performance of other
investment projects as the standard for comparison, this project would probably rate better
than many others.
These three hypothetical, simplified examples illustrate some of the most important
aspects of the product-path-analysis:
•
•
•
•
11.

the
the
the
the

differentiation between intermediate use and end use,
differentiation between demand and need,
differentiation between different classes or groups of society,
importance of needs analyses and macro-performance analyses.

THE PRODUCT-PATH-ANALYSIS

OF A LARGE MULTI-PURPOSE DAM

A large multi-purpose dam may serve as a "typical" empirical example for
applying product-path-analysis. Since data almost always stern from project appraisal
missions that are confidential, the following had to be collated from information on several
real projects. It is nevertheless a realistic description of what dam projects may be like.
The functions of this dam are irrigation, power generation through a hydro power
station, water supply, flood control, and fishery. F100d control and fishery can be treated
here as additional benefits as they do not require any special investment such as larger
storage volume. So the main functions of the dam are irrigation, power generation and
water supply. According to information provided by the project agency and the lending
development bank, 57% of the investment is for irrigation, 32% for power generation and
11% far water supply.
I.

Irrigation benefits

In the dam region, irrigation is used exclusively for agricultural production-rice,
vegetables and tobacco being the main crops. Agricultural data on (factors ot) production
and on marketing show that cultivation is done mostly on large farms, particularly in the
case of oilseeds which are processed to produce edible oils for export. The distribution of
water among the different agricultural products, given in Table I, was obtained from the
irrigation department of the province, combined with some knowledge of the specific
water requirements of the different products. As no province-specific data on the export
coefficients of the agricultural products concemed were available, those had to be
estimated on the basis of national export statistics. These estimates, corroborated by
experts on the region, show that about 40% of the agricultural goods are exported and
about 60% are kept for domestic demand. Estimates established by agricultural experts in
the region reveal that about 75% of the maize is used as animal feed and only 25% is kept
far human consumption. The socio-economic classification offood consumption by social
classes was obtained from a survey conducted by the national university; however, this
survey covers only the rural population. The socio-economic classification of the domestic
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consumption of tobacco was derived from a short survey in three villages and a town.
From the data summarized above, it is possible to determine the socio-economic
c1assificationof the demand for those goods which are the final products of one part of the
project output, i.e. irrigation.
2.

Power generation benefits

To determine the use of power is quite simple in the case under discussion as the
power is not fed into anational grid. According to the regional electricity authority, the
users of the power are manufacturing industries, such as tobacco processing plants,
producers of edible oil, and woodworking shops. There is no difficulty in assigning the
products of the first two factories to the above-mentioned categories of socio-economic
end use. The woodworking shops, as revealed by a short ad hoc survey during the project
appraisal mission of about 10 days, produce wall c1addings and fumiture. Due to shortage
oftime for project appraisal, the product-path far wall c1addings was not identified; hence,
they were assigned to a residual category of intermediate use, which could be traced
further if feasible and reasonable. The socio-economic c1assificationof the use of fumiture
was determined by interviewing three of the five fumiture factories; it was found that, at
most, 10% ofthe customers were from the low-income 50% ofthe population. Power is
also used for public lighting and by domestic households. The results of the last census
gave information on c1ass-specific household energy consumption and showed that public
lighting was shared equally by lower- and upper-income groups.
3.

Water supply benefits

In this case, the produced water was used solely by low-income groups. As water
supply for the middle- and upper-income groups, and in particular for the urban population
and the medium and large landowners, had already been guaranteed before the
construction of that dam, the water coming from this project was channelled into public
taps for the population of the suburbs and for seven villages mainly inhabited by small
farmers.

4.

Demand and basic need

The data on the benefits of irrigation, water supply and power seen together (see
Table 1) show that about 30% of the project output turns out to be end consumption by
low-income groups, wh ich represents 50% of the population. If a needs analysis would
discover that rice, vegetables, meat and other foodstuffs are the most important
commodities to satisfy basic human needs, the result of this socio-economic project
appraisal would indicate that 12% of the project output is used to satisfy basic needs of the
poorer part of the population.
III.

OTHER RESULTS OF PRODUCT-PATH-ANALYSES

The product-path-analysis can be applied to projects of various economic and social
sectors. 5 Table 2 presents the results of some real product-path-analyses applied in
5. DETLEFSCHWEFEL,"Necesidades Basicas y EvaJuaci6n de Proyectos. EI Caso de Tres Proyeclos
Peruanos," in BERNDBREUERand FERNANDOOSORIO,eds., Allernalivas de CrMilo a Crupos MarRinodos.
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different sectors and regions. Each of these required extensive data collection and collation
from different sources, similar to the example in Table I. Such sources were inter alia:
project agencies, regional and national institutions including research and planning units,
national statistics, surveys (e.g. on family expenditures, food and nutrition), and-not to
forget-estimates based on analytical fantasy. In some cases the product path was by far
more complex and complicated than the one presented. In the case of an alloy steel plant,
it included a path via forges, railways, transport, food and nutrition. In others, as in the
case of rural electrification, the product path started with buying television and radio sets,
went on with transfers by means of taxes and profit margins and ended with a complete
lack of productive and reproductive end use. Since most of the cases stern from project
appraisal missions, not all the real data sources can openly be presented. In all the
examples of Table 2, "the poor" equal about 50% of the population; this definition of the
"target group" (the lower-income groups) may be changed according to the demands or
needs of a specific project appraisal. Table 2 indicates the wide range of applicability of
product -path-analyses.
Table 2
Results of product-path-analyses
Demand 01'the paar

Projects

(50% 01' the population)
%

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Multipurpose dam
Irrigation
Urban electricity
Regional electricity
Rural electrification

6.
7.
8.
9.

Steel plant
Metropolitan hospital
Reforestation
Carburetors

IV.

30
22
5
11
100

7
35
45

Production fur the satisfaction
or the basic needs
%

01'

the paar

12

5

o
5
1

2

DISCUSSION OF THE PRODUCT-PATH-ANALYSIS

The goal of the product-path-analysis is to identify the end use, socio-econornically
classified, of the output of a physical project, and to ask to what extent this meets basic
needs (as defined below). The following points should be considered when an attempt is
made to (re)construct the product path of a project.
Berlin, ALlDE, DSE, I1CA, SOLIDARIOS. 1982. pp. 23-41: "Evaluaci6n dc efectos sociales de grandes
represas," in Centro Intemme,;cano de Desarrollo Social (CIDES) dc la Organizaci6n de los Estados Americanos
(OEA) & Instituto Latinoameticano de Planificaci6n Econ6mica y Sucial (lLPES) de la Comisi6n Economica
para Amenca Latina (CEPAL). eds., Efeclos Sociales de las Grandes Represas eil America Lalilla, Montevideo,
Fundaci6n de Cultura Universitaria, 1984, pp. 231-273; "The Social Impact or Large Dams in Latin Amenca.
Why. for Whom, and at Whose Expense are Dams Built'l", Development alld Cooperalioll, 12.6, 1985,
pp. 13-15.
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End use

End use is defined by those commodities or services which directly affect the living
conditions of the population, such as food, housing, c1othing, health, education. The
essential categories of goods and services to be used here are usually obtained from
consumption or expenditure surveys. They hint at essential products and services like food
items and household appliances, and (expenditure for) health, education and transport.
The arguments for identifying the end uses of the project output and its intermediate uses
can only be given by examples. It is an art rather than a schematic procedure. The term
"end use" focuses on the functionality of goods and services for human beings (in
combination with the term "basic needs," for the survival of human beings).
2.

Residual use

As far as possible, the entire project output should be assigned to socioeconomically c1assified end use. Capital goods, public services, and exports should be
considered to be intermediate stages of use which have to be followed up further. Since
project appraisals are conducted under time and cost constraints, the final result of the
product-path-analysis will generally contain a residual category, which in some examples
varied from 6% to 55%. In the 55%-case, of course, it was not purely a residual category;
"defence," for instance, can hardly be assigned directly to any end use category. The
same, however, is not tme of "export"; there the probable end use (the use of foreign
exchange eamings is an intermediate stage of the product path) may be derived from a
socio-economic analysis of import policies. Usually, the residual category ranges up to
10%; there is no reason to assurne that effects which cannot be established by quick
empirical evidence should be more favourable than those which can easily be established
by available data and official statistics.
3.

Basic needs

In some projects, or types of projects, a socio-economically unfavourable
assessment is unavoidable as soon as the end use or the demand by socio-economic groups
is identified. This is experienced in cases when only minor aspects of the project benefit
the target groups-if the demand of the target group covers, for example, only up to 10%
of the project output. If this is not the case, will a project for the manufacture of lemonade,
hat boxes or religious pietures be socio-economically justifiable only on the grounds that
the poor can be expected to demand and consumc these goods? Demand is certainly a
necessary criterion but obviously not a sufficient one. Therefore, as a second step of the
product-path-analysis, the task is to find out how far the consumption of the final project
output by lower-income groups corresponds to a basic need. Need is seen here as a
justified (potential) demand. Justification may come from the consumer (feit need), from
a provider (professionally defined need), from research (normative need), from
considerations of equity, fairness or justice (comparative need) or from other sources of
legitimation. The better such justifications from different points of view coincide, the more
basic is the need under concern. Thus "basic need" is regarded here as a (potential)
demand justified in multiple ways, a demand which really has to do with survival in
dignity.
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Information

The basic information required for the product-path-analysis
is data on the
consumption of specific goods and services by different groups or sections of the
population. These data are available in consumption and expenditure surveys, such as for
the caIculation of the consumer price indices. Fairly representative surveys were at hand
in most of the countries in which the product-path-analysis was applied. Detailed studies
are quite often available on the consumption of particular goods and services; even for
commodities such as passenger cars, where common sense would suffice, one can usually
refer to empirical studies.
In addition to these data on end use, the direct and indirect users of the project
output must be identified: What part of the project output does a (intermediate) consumer
receive? What does he use it for? Usually, data on the direct use of the project output can
only be collected in the field. Every project which has a more or Iess efficient marketing
braneh ean provide this datum immediately. At times it may be more diffieult to obtain
information about secondary users, that is, customers of project output users. No general
role can be given for finding information or detecting information sources to fill in the
information gaps between project output and its end use by human beings. The most
important factors for detecting them are the imagination and the insight of the social
scientist involved. The most important factors for analyzing them are skills in a broad
array of empirical, social and economic research methods and evaluation techniques.
Information on product path and socio-economically dassified end use will be of a
direct or indirect nature. In some cases of investment projects, such as water supply to a
lirnited area, it will be possible to identify the end users directIy and to dassify them soeioeconomically. In the case of other projects, general information on the customary socioeeonomic use of a particular commodity or service will have to be utilized. Sometimes the
structure of intermediate or end use must be derived from global national statistics or from
input-output tables of the country or region concemed; if such information is not available,
such tables or data can be taken from other countries and regions to help, at least, with the
generation of sound hypotheses on intermediate and end use. It is dear that direct data
should be used as far as possible; but it is also dear that collection of direct data is more
costly and time-consuming. Whether the available data are direct or indireet depends on
whether the projeet output is distributed direetly or indirectly, i.e. through market
mechanisms or not; this is a partieularly important factor of end use alloeation.
5.

Extension and refinement

Obviously, product-path-analysis can be extended andJor refined much further than
indicated so far. For example, it is possible to find out whether or not tractors used for
wheat cultivation make labour redundant, whether they serve the production of high
yielding or other wheat varieties, whether they serve large landowners or cooperatives,
and so on. On the other hand, marginal values and discounting may be used for a productpath-analysis to become dynamic. Whether such efforts are worthwhile will depend on
politieal priorities, the number of good project proposals and, last but not least, on the
resourees available for projeet appraisaI. Enlargements and sophistieation of the kind
mentioned here will not reduce the validity of the product-path-analysis.
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Products

A relatively negative result of a product-path-analysis does not necessarily speak
directIy against a particular project output, i.e. as if electricity, steel and roads per se were
socio-economically dubious. Such a statement cannot be made in general, even if repeated
product-path-analyses of the outputs of multifunctional projects led repeatedly to quite
depressing results for the mass of the population. It is quite conceivable that the socioeconomic assessment of two similar projects in the same country or even in the same
region would differ completely from each other. On the other hand, repeated product-pathanalyses of goods and services which have less multifunctional utility could support rather
unfavourable appraisal results as in the case of runway lighting systems,
telecomrnunication equipment or colour television, to name but a few.
7.

Consumption and investment

It may be argued that the product-path-analysis
is consumption-, instead of
investment-oriented. In fact, the product-path-analysis makes no rigid differentiation
between consumption and investment, for such a differentiation does nothing more than
to imply a distinction between present and future consumption. In our examples it was
irrelevant to the product-path-analysis whether the project output resulted in consumption
by lower-income groups within one year, three years or after a generation; of course,
discounting may be used. The product-path-analysis is neither oriented excIusively
towards consumption nor does it neglect the aspect of investment and capital
accumulation, which is said to be so important for developing countries; rather, the
product-path-analysis underlines the systematic !inkages between both. It is app!ied
systems research.
8.

Analysis and planning

Only the actual product path (or, in some cases, the probable product-path derived
from existing distribution and demand patterns) is to be determined by product-pathanalysis. Of course, it would be interesting to know that electricity could also be used in
a manner different from the one suggested or existing, or that a hospital or water supply
system could be there for the benefit of the most needy, or that alloy steel could be used
to produce ploughs for small farmers; but this has nothing to do with a socio-economic
evaluation of a project or project proposaI. On the contrary, such statements lead to strong
socio-economic arguments against a project, particularly against the distribution of the
project output, and they point towards possibilities ofplanning (of other projects). Productpath-analysis, however, gives no recomrnendations in the sense of planning, for example,
on how the living conditions of the mass of the population should and could be irnproved
step by step. It is satisfied when it can manage to estab!ish, who demands the outputs of
a project, and whether and to what extent a particular investment is need- oriented. This
has methodological consequences as the information used for analysis can be different
from that required for planning.
Obviously, these eight comments on the product-path-analysis can only outline
some basic problems and not treat them exhaustively. They show that the aim of productpath-analysis is to identify the actual (not potential) end use of the physical project output
and to look into its relevance far satisfying basic needs of a target group. Product-pathanalysis is concerned with the quest ion whether the particular product or service is used
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and needed by the majority or by a minority of the population. A negative result of the
scrutiny of this (indireet) product-path can, as explained above, certainly not lead to the
conclusion that one or the other sector or subsector or product is socio-economically
questionable, because even alloy steel and the export of gold-embroidered dog cOllarscan
be used to improve the living conditions for the mass of the population, just as a rural
hospital can be usurped by a provincial power elite. This means that a product-pathanalysis should be undertaken for every investment project, even if many projects of the
same sector have already been examined in that way. The same applies to
cost-benefit -analyses.
Product-path-analysis as developed here is still a rough tool. Although this method
may be considered a search strategy based on socio-scientific fantasy (rather than a
mechanical evaluation technique compared to other evaluation techniques applied at
present), it may be more appropriate for answering some essential socio-political
questions. Perhaps, it is more sensible to find a rough solution to a problem of importance
in terms of social economics and development policy, than to look for a precise answer to
questions of minor relevance.
CONCLUSION
Product-path-analysis assesses the !inkages between project, product, intermediate
use, human end use and basic needs, as is shown and marked in Figure 1. This Figure
inc1udes some other aspects of a project which also deserve socio-economic evaluation.
- lt seems quite important to explore the socio-economic implications of the
projects' inputs, like nature, land, (accumulated) manpower or knowledge. The input
may, far example, be manpower of young men working temporarily on the construction
of adam and meanwhile not being able to care for subsistence production which is so
important for the surviva1 of the family, especiallY when the construction is finished.
Another example is human capital measured by the developmental cost concept. This
could be labelied a retrospective social evaluation.
- An essential component is to ask for the goal achievement of a project, for many
participating or affected groups assign to a project very different aims, goals, objectives
and targets as positive expectations, but some may have rather negative expectations
regarding side-effects or after-effects. The goal-oriented evaluation may be termed sociopolitical evaluation, whereas the implication-oriented one is a kind of "goal-free" impact
analysis, that is an analysis concemed about the implications of a project without being
"biased" by knowing the originally intended objectives formulated by the main actors.
- A prospective social evaluation not only traces the implications of the product
by means of a product-path-analysis, but also cares about the implications and indirect
effects of employment in terms of income, purchasing power, family expenditure and
consumption. This very question would require an entirely new study since it contains so
many facets of importance for socioeconomic appraisal. lt cannot be dealt with here. 7
6. Asociaci6n Latinoamericana de lnstituciones Financieras de Desarrollo, ed., Evaluacion de los
Efectos Sociales de los Proyectos de Inversion, Lima, AL/OE, 1984; DETLEF SCHWEFEL,ed., Soziale
Wirkungen von Projekten in der DrifTen Welt, Baden-Baden, Nomos-Verlag, 1987.
7. DETLEFSCHWEFEL,"AnaIisis de Implicaciones dei Empleo". in Asociaci6n Lalinoamericana de
Instituciones Financieras de Desarrollo, eds., Evaluacion de los efeclOs sociales de los proyectos de inversion,
Lima, ALIDE, 1984, pp. 159-178.
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Figure I
Aspects of Socio-Economic Project Evaluation
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- A nl)rmative evaluation may ask whether the demand of the target groups for
production andlor employment does correspond to a basic need, that is, whether the
demand is justified from the point of view of the population, professionals, scientists
and/or for reasons such as striving after equity, fairness or justice. This is certainly only
one, but not the least important question of a normative evaluation.
These are some ways to explore the socio-economic context of a project by asking
one key question of socio-econornic project appraisal: Who benejilsfrom producrion and
employment and how? This key question exceeds the core question of most project
appraisals which mainly look into the projects' financial andlor econornic return for the
entrepreneur andlor the nation and which are more interested in one-step input-output
relations than in networks, sequences and consequences of inputs and outputs linking
investment and consumption or production and reproduction. Product-path-analysis is but
one empirical tracer through these networks or sequences, a tracer which was shown to be
feasible in many different sectors and regions, and which gives reasonable answers as to
whether a project benefits its target groups by means of the products' paths between
production and consumption.
Another tracer would be an employment-path-analysis, which cannot be dealt with
here as is also the case with input-analyses and impact-analyses, both complementing the
rather comprehensive spectrum of empirical socio-economic project evaluation. For these
three aspects, too, a reliable, valid and relevant socio-economic project appraisal is
feasible. There is no valid excuse for disregarding such methods, especially if-and that
is a worldwide truism-development plans and development policies strive to be relevant
for satisfying the basic needs of the poor.

